G3-2: COPIES OF GALLO-BELGIC AND ROMAN CARINATED CUP FORMS

1 Colchester, Sheepen, Cam.67. One only, in A3 pit with other early forms. (AD61–65)
2 Braintree, no.100: Cam.68, copying Drag.29. -S
   site 14, no.57: Cam.68. -S
3 Hertford Heath main grave, no.5: ?Cam.68. (2B+)
4 Prae Wood, South Ditch [702]: copies Cam.53-54. AD30–50
5 Puddlehill no.56: ditch 2: Cam.68.

Notes
At Sheepen the Gallo-Belgic bell-shaped cup form Cam.53-54 was I-III/IV (AD 10-61). Cam.68 was in Roman grey ware, and always post-43. The Hertford Heath pot was considered a copy of Drag.30, but it is not very similar, and in fact seems closer to the other copies of Cam.68 here; it is certainly grog-tempered, and dark grey.
G3-2: copies of Gallo-Belgic and Roman carinated cup forms.